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VOL. IV.

GAMBIER, OHIO, FRIDAY, DECEMBER 27. 1833.

REV. M. T. C. WING, EDITOR.
GEORGE AV. MVER8. 1 1UNTEK.

THE BIRTH OF JESUS ANNOUNCED,
Deep was the midnight silence in the fields
Of Bethlehem; hushed the folds; save that at times .
Was heard the lambs faint bleat; the shepherds stretched
On the green sward, surveyed the starry vault.
“ The heavens declare the glory of the Lord,
The firmament shows forth thy handy work:”
Thus they, their hearts attuned to the Most High ;—
When suddenly a splendid cloud appeared,
As if a portion of the milky way
Descended slowly in the spiral course.
Near and more near draws; then, it hovering, floats
High as the soar of eagle, shedding bright,
Upon the folded flocks, a heavenly radiance,
From whence was uttered loud, yet sweet, a voice,-—
“Fear not, I bring good tidings of great joy;
For unto you is born this day a Saviour!
And this shall be a sign to you,—the babe,
Laid lowly in a manger, ye shall find.”—
The angel spake; when, lo ! upon the cloud,
A multitude of seraphim, enthroned,
Sang praises, saying,—“Glory to the Lord
Qn high; on earth be peace, good-will to men.”
With sweet response harmoniously they choired,
And while, with heavenly harmony, the song
Arose to God, more bright the buoyant throne
Illumed the land; the prowling lion stops,
Awe struck. with mao^ urn cared, and flatt- -,-d bead;
/\nd, wliliuui turning, backwnr-rf
his steps
Recoils, aghast, into the desc't gloom.
A trembling joy the astonished shepherds prow,
As heavenward re-ascepds the vocal blaze
Triumphantly: whilebv degrees the strain
Dies on the o*r, that self-deluded listens,—
As if a sorod so sweet could never die.—Grahame.
[Prot. Episcopalian.

MIS3IONARY.
From the Sunday School Journal.
ANECDOTES OF CHRISTIANITY IN ASIA.
The Rev. Eli Smith, who has spent six years as a missiona
ry in Western Asia, and has lately returned to Beyroot, in Sy
ria, left for publication a small volume of Missionary Sermons
and Addresses, which has just appeared. We have marked
some miscellaneous passages for our columns.

Effects of Turkish Cruelty.—While residing in
Mount Lebanon, I spent a Sabbath with my breth-.
ren in the suburbs of Beyroot. On Monday morn-*
ing, crowds of Christians were seen fleeing precipi
tately from the city. Some, among whom were
respectable merchants, hastened toward the moun
tains, and finding refuge in a khan under the Emeer
Besheer’s protection, stopped to breathe. Passing
them soon after, I was about to inquire the cause
of their fears, when, to my surprise, they asked
the same question of myself, not knowing where
fore they fled! My first impulse was to smile at
their causeless alarm; the second, to weep for their
condition, which made such an alarm possible.—
Imagine, if you can, the change that must take
place here, before such an alarm could be expe
rienced by ourselves. It proved that two priests,
sixty or seventy miles distant, had quarrelled and
been imprisoned. The report, growing as it mov
ed, and meeting at Beyroot with fears made sen
sitive by a series of extortions and barbarities, in
which, under the observation of the missionaries,
individuals bad been causelessly bastinadoed till
they could not walk, had caused the alarm. Sim
ilar, though in most cases far slighter, is the fear
fulness of native Christians throughout Turkey.
Who that has been there does not know their pro
verbial timidity, and that it imparts itself to Euro
peans brought up among them? What will they
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not sacrifice for European protection? For not plain of Jezreel. And a fitw miserable villages
less than a hundred thousand Armenians, when Dr. and decayed towns now occipy the region, once
j Dwight and myself were in their country, emigra under the genial influence of the religion of the
j ted from their homes to the Russian territories, Bible, crowded with the densest population.
) seeking under the despotism of Russia, a refuge
I he extensive regions of Asia Minor, formerly
' from the unfeeling abuses and cruelties of Turkey. adorned with the perfection of Grecian art and
! Hatred of Mohammedans lo Christians.--As proot agriculture, and still behind no other country I have
that the cruelty of Mohammedans springs from seen, in the beauty of their scenery of wooded
their religion, may be adduced the fact that it is mountains and fertile plains, smiling under the fin
exercised chiefly towards the members of other est of climates, are now run to waste. The wild
sects. They treat each other as brethren. In re Kurd and Turkman, wandering predatory shep
turning from Persia, our company came near per- herds, pitch their tents there; and a few inhabi
i isiiing in a tempestuous snow-storm, on one of the tants living in filth and wretchedness, with scarcely
highest mountains of Armenia. A part of us suc- any of the comforts of civilized life, cultivate but
, ceeded in reaching the stable of a Mohammedan, a very small part of the excellent soil that God
just before dark. An Armenian youth, and a Mo- has given them.
i hammedan muleteer in our employ, lingered on
In Armenia, always celebrated for its adapted
the mountain some hours later. As they entered ness to the growth of grain and the raising of
the stable, the Armenian who had hardly been out herds and flocks, an extremely thin population live
of a city in his life before, sunk almost motionless miserably in cabins sunk half under ground, and
i upon the ground, his limbs had a death-like cold- in the coldest months often lodge with their cat
I ness,and the only words he uttered were that he was tle. Stables were actually the accommodations most
dead. The old Mohammedan sneeered at his frequently offered Mr. Dwight and myself in tra
cries. Our request for some dry clothing for the velling through that country.
sufferer, he only laughed at; and at the same mo
Christian Sects in Western Asia.—The Copts
ment took off’a part of his own dress and gave to are a relic of the ancient, Egyptian church, forming
the muleteer, a Kurd as hardy as the beasts he drove a body of a hundred and fifty or two hundred thou
saying to a friend, that would reckon to him tor sand souls,.among the Mohammedan Arabs of Egypt.
a good deed. It was meritoriousjo help a Mo The Greeks who occupy Greece and its Islands,
hammedan, but upon the Christian he felt no ob are numerous in European Turkey and scattered
ligation to show compassion, and went oft’to bed, through Asia Minor, composing a nation of more
refusing to give him a morsel of bread, although than 3,000,000. Many of the Arabs of Syria alhe had already fed the Mohammedan; and only j so, arc of the Greek church. The Georgian na
by paying a servant after he was gone could we tion profess the same faith, and consists of about
procure fuel for a fire.
500,000 souls, living at the sou them base of Mount
Present State off the Scripture Countries.—Egypt, Caucasus, between the Black and Caspian Seas.
the granary of the surrounding regions in the time The Armenians are a distinct nation, amounting
of Jacob, is still, owing to the fertilizing overflow perhaps to 2,000,000. Their country lies between
ings of the Nile, scarcely less distinguished for Asia Minor and Persia, but they are also widely
its productiveness. Never did my eye survey a scattered elsewhere. The Nestorians are a branch
prospect of more exuberant fertility than when of the Syrian race, inhabiting the mountains of
standing on the summit of one of the pyramids of Kurkistan, on the western borders of Persia, and
Gizeh, and looking up the narrow valley of the number not far from 100,000. The native Roman
Nile, and down upon the open plain of the Delta. Catholics referred to, consist of perhaps 150.000
But the cradle of civilization is now the abode of Maltese in Malta, and elsewhere, 100,000 Maronoppression, poverty and wretchedness. The culti ites in Mount Lebanon, and some thousands of
vator of the soil is liable to be bastinadoed for eat converts to papacy from the other sects just enu
ing of the produce of his own fields, until he has merated.
The “Mass”—By this exaltation of the euchasold them to the pasha, and bought them of
him again at his own price. Persons are said to rist into an expiatory ottering to God, not only
be reduced by poverty to absolute nakedness in does the partaking of the elements by the people
some of the villages of Upper Egypt. And the come to be considered by the people quite unes
maimed, the halt, and the blind revolting pictures sential to its celebration; but it results also in prac
of penury and disease, that almost obstruct the tice, that their uniting in the prayers of the occa
streets of Cairo, are far more numerous than I sion even, is deemed quite unnecessary. They
have found them elsewhere. We hear much of need not understand the language; they need not
the improvements of Mohammed Ali, hut all are even hear it. Let them only s^e and adore the
intended to increase his power and his income, ceremony, and their part is performed. In this
way do persons in quarantine at Malta attend mass,
none for the benefit of his people.
The hills and plains of I’hilistia are still beauti it is said, in a little Open chapel, high on the city
ful. Their virtue was magically enchanting, as I wall, across the harbor. The worshippers stand
found myself transported, by a night’s ride, from in boats on the water, and in front of the Lazathe arid sands of the desert into the midst of them icttoon the other side, so distant that I have ac
on a beautiful morning in February. But the flocks tually been able only by a spy-glass to discern
of the Bedaween were roaming over them; a ca the motions of the officiating priest. But they
mel’s vard was the lodging place that Gaza afford are warned by a bell of the mprt solemn parts of
ed us,* and we found only solitary fishermen upon the ceremony, and making their genuflexions and
the rocks, under the proud walls of Ascalon. No crosses, go away satisfied that they have to ali in
cultivation appears in Phenici.t between Tyre and tents and purposes, attended church.
Praying.—The supposed efficacy of prayers has
Sidon, although one extended plain. The moun
tain’s of Canaan are no longer clothed with the vine. no connexion with sincerity in the offerer. For,
The wandering Arab pitches ais tent on the broad with the single exception of the Arabic branch of
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Noah offered his memorable sacrifice, I could,..... B....... .
.
n/r. , •
,
.
look around upon fire or six nations and sects, I He alludes repeatedly to the preaching ol Mr. Mil- ject were vague and untenable. A lodgment
Mohammedan .and Christian, comprising the whole! nor, ol' which he evidently retained a very pleas-, was bus made ,n h,s conscience, matterfor serious
population of the country, not one ol which wor-I in;; recollection, on winch he says he shou d re-, tnmkmg was suggested: ant, his thoughts could
Ships God in a langulge it understands. Praying I joice again to attend. He takes a lively interest, find no rest till they found it horn the word of God,
is as completely a Last of the lips as a joiner's work I in the success of Sir. Mnner s labors, and those , and the adoption of a scriptural standard, by which
is of his bauds. To break off in the middle of a i of other pious ministers; expresses much aversion to form all his judgments and regulate all his conirections for j to the theatre, and deprecates being compelled to duct. May the relation of the fact rouse many
prayer to reprove achild, or give dir
business is hardly retarded as improper, 1 have 1 attend its exhibitions; but on the whole is well others to a similar exercise of mind, which may
witnessed it times\?thout
content with
won all
an that
u.-v might befall him,
....... believing lead to a corresponding result.
times v$thout number, and often m 1 content
“ Another incident in the history of his mind at
priests at the altar. Vhere is the sincerity of such I that it would work for ns good. On his’emova
. .
J
il
1 !
.- —
horArn f-nol- finm
ntmnore
prayers? The mere labor of the ceremony, and to Cambrige, or even before that time, he appears this period, as related by himself, is not less inter
repetition of the words parrot-like, is regarded as to have fallen under the direction of persons who esting and instructive than the preceding. ‘As I
rendering God an acceptable service; no matter much feared his being too serious, and who were read,’ said he, ‘ the promises of Holy Scripture—
what is the languageused. We attended evening willing even to risk making him dissipated, rather ‘ Ask and ye shall receive, seek and ye shall find,
prayers in a village iti Armenia inhabited by Ar than allow him to be more religious than the world knock and it shall be opened unto you; God will
menians and Greeks. They were too poor to have approves; and under this influence he made not give the Holy Spirit to them that a.sk Him: Come
each a church, and their altars were side by side that use of his time at the university which he unto me, all ye that labor and are heavy laden,
one underground room. Only the Armenians would afterwards have wished that he had done. and I will give you rest; I will take away the heart
had a priest, and theirs were the prayers that were But I have the best authority for saying, his con* of stone and give you the heart of flesh: I will
JU Ol
nviuuo.
said. But neither party failed
of DCing
being tlGCOlUinOaccommo- Ij uueu
duet was uuvci
never vicious.
That he IWHWJO
always jnzooceo
possess- put my laws in your hearts, and write them in your
•nians prostrated and ! edand cultivated aliterary taste, it would besuper- inward parts: I will be merciful unto their unrigh
dated; for while the Armeni
;ir altar, an old Greek, fluous to state; but after be became decidedly re- teousness, and their sins and iniquities will I re
crossed themselves before their
listening to the same prayers, made Greek bows, igious, he conscientiously and diligently applied member no more. ‘As I read these passages, it
and crosses before his. The language used was himself to all those studies which became a Chris occurred to me to reflect—if these things be so—
tian gentleman and a legislator, that he might if there be any truth in all this—and if I set myunintelligible to both.
Prayers for the Dead.—All believe that the suf consecrate his talents, thus improved to the utmost self to seek the blessings thus promised_ I shall
ferings of the departed, who arc thus detained to the glory of God and the good of his fellow ' certainly find a sensible effect and change wrought
< within me, such as is thus described. I will put
from heaven, may he shortened by the. merit of creatures.
“In the year 1780 when he had just attained the matter to the proof: I will try the experiment:
good deeds of surviving relatives imputed to them.
Hence prayers for the dead are often repeated in his majoriy, and as it would seem even before he 1 I will seek that I may find the promised blessings,
churches and over graves; masses too are celebra had graduated at Cambrige, he was returned Mem-1 He did so: atid the result was peace, and liberty,
ted in their name; and the traveller is often solicited her of Parliament for his native town. Upon this and victory: peace of conscience, and purified af
for charity for the souls in purgatotory. In Mal he was at once introduced into the clubs and polit fections; deliverance from those sins which had
ta, a crier goes through the streets every Monday ical meetings in London, and much caressed among ensnared him, or beheld him in bondag "; ‘thevictory that overcometh the world,’ and boldness ‘to
with a box in one hand and a bell in the other, them as a young man of the highest promise.
“At the general election in 1781 he was again confess Christ before men.
begging for the souls.
Superstition.—A crew of Greek pirates were returned for Hull; but was immediately after, withNow it Was, that Mr. Wilberforce, with these
condemned and executed at Malta for robbery up out his ever having previously contemplated any altered feelings of mind, sought again the acqualnon the high seas. It appeared at their trial that, such elevation, chosen to the high honor of repre- tance of Mr. Newton; and in the winter of 1785-6,
in plundering a certain vessel, while they seized senting (he county of York; for which he contin that lie began at Mr. Newton’s recommendation,
every vegetable article of food on board, a barrel ued to sit in six. successive parliaments, till he vo to attend the minfstry of a revered relative of my
of fish was left untouched. The court demanded luntarily retired from the situation, as too labori own £Mr. J. Scott’s father-,] which for many years
the reason. The pirates replied, that it being Lent ous for him, in the year 1812; having been placed he continued regularly to do, till a change of bis
when they robbed the vessel, the use of fish was conspicuously at the head of the poll, in the only situation in life obliged him to become only an oc
then prohibited by the Greek church; and God case in which a contest occurred, and that in pre- casional instead of constant hearer.
“Some friends, as I have already intimated,
forbid that they should be guilty of breaking their ferrence to the representatives of two of the no
church laws! During a long course of piracy, their bility first in station and influence in the county. It would now have persuaded him to retire from pub
hands had not remained unstained with innocent is not easy to conceive anything more flattering lic life, thinking its snares and engagement;:scarce
blood, but they were tooreligiotis to eat fish in Lent. than was his first advancement to the representation ly compatible with the due cultivation of personal
of Yorkshire. A young man of twenty-five, the religion. But what would such persons say to the
son of a Hull merchant of no distinguished fami scriptural cases of Joseph and Daniel, of Dadd
□ T. O O K A P -21V .
ly recommended only by his ackno wledged talents and Hezekiah? Had the advice they gave beet
WILI.I A M WIL15 E it KORCE.
and fascinating eloquence, returned at once for the l listened to, what good had been lost, not only to
F 0 A M AT I 0 N 0 1*’ HIS RELIGIOUS C H A R A CT E R.
first county in the empire!
Africa and to India, but to our own country also,
The following ia from a sermon preached at Hull, the birth
“ Yet these were not the days of his life on which and to the world at large? On this subject the
place of Wilberforce, hv the Itev. J. Scott, son of the com
mentator. The particulars were derived chiefly Iroin Mr. W. s he would afterwards look back with most satisfac honored relative of mine above referred to, wrote
own lips, and noted doi, l at the time by Rev. Henry Venn. tion. His heart, it is to be feared, was now con- as follows, in the year 1807, just after the bill for
—Dost. Dec.
siderably drawn from God, and turned aside to the abolition of the Slave Trade had passed:‘I
“Mr. Wilberforce was horn in the year 1759, vanity, and his religious principles in some degree ‘feel a sort of self-congratulation at pressent, that
and baptised in this church in the month of Sep corrupted or undermined. But the same year ! above twenty years, I withstood with all mvener
tember. In early life he was a scholar in our gram at which we have arrived was, through God’s mer gy the counsel given to Mr. Wilberforce to retire
mar school under the superintendance of the Rev cy, to furnish the occasion of his recovery, and to from public life.’
erend Joseph Milner whose preaching appears, even lay the foundation of that holy and decidedly re
“Thus may be said to have been completed the
at that time, to have made a considerable impres ligious character which be eventually maintained settlement of Wilberforce’s principles and charac
sion on his mind. But at twelve years of age he at to the end of his days.
ter; and by such gifts of nature, such a process
In the latter part of the year 1784, and again in of education and training, and such influences of
tended a school in the neighborhood of London,
residing with a pious uncle and aunt; the latter 1785, he travelled on the continent with a party of divine grace was the foundation laid for all that
of whom on some occasion, introduced him to the friends. The late Dean of Carlisle, l)r. Isaac Mil was to follow.”
notice of the venerable and beloved John Newton. ner, was his companion in the same carriage: and
When, nearly fifteen years after, altered views and here these highly-gifted friends d: cussed various
TEMPERANCE TALES.
revived religious 'mpressions led him again to seek interesting topics together. Religion was of the
the acquaintance of that excellent man, Mr. New number: and on one occasion Mr. Wilberforce,
From the Religious Souvenir . r 1831.
ton surprised and affected him much by telling him having expressed respect for a pious clergyman,
THE INTEMPERATE.
[concluded.]
that, from the time of the early introduction just butaddedthathe “carried things too far,” his friend
alluded to, he had not failed constantly to pray tor pressed upon him this point. “ What did he mean
Summer passed away and the anniversary of
him! We may well suppose that Mr. Newton dis by carrying things too far, or being too strict ? On their arrival at the colony returned. It was to
cerned in the child something striking, as well as what ground did he pronounce this to be the case? Jane Harwood a period of sad solemn retrospec
felt interested for hinj on account of the respected When we talk of going too far, some standard tion. The joys of early days, and the sorrows of
relatives who had introduced him. His abode in must necessarily be referred to: was the standard maturity, passed in review before her, and while
or near London appears to have been short; for of Scripture exceeded? or could any other stan she wept she questioned her heart, what had been
early in the year 1772 we find him placed in the dard be satisfact iriiy adopted and maintained?— its gain from a father’s discipline, or whether it
grammar school at I’ockliugton, where he appears Perhaps it would not easily be shown that where had sustained the greatest of all losses—thelcssof
to have continued till his removal to Cambridge things were carried as it was alledged, too far, they its afflictions.
were carried beyond the rules of Scripture, but
jn 11776 or 1777.
She was alone at this season of self-communion.
“I.have been favored with the sight of several only beyond what was usually practised aud ap- The absence of her husband had become naore
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frequent and protracted. A storm, which feeling
The widowed mourner was not "ble to raise her purpose of his mission. We cannot but be struck
ly reminded her of those which had often beat up head from the bed when the bloated remains of
when we behold hint teking E !e children into his
on them when homeless and weary travellers, h id her unfortunate husband were committed to the arms and blessing them: when w6 consider him
been raging for nearly two days. To this cause j earth. Long and severe sickness ensued, and in her shedding tears at one time at the grave of a friend;
she imputed the unusually long stay of her bus-1 convalescence a letter was received from her bro- and again over the future, but irremediable, evils
band. Through the third night of his absence she I ther, inviting her and her child to an asylum un of hiscountrv. Friendshipand patriotism,itissomelay sleepless, listening for his steps. Sometimes ■ der his roof, and appointing a period to come and times objected,were never enjoined upondiristians;
she fancied she heard shouts of laughter, for the ' conduct them on their homeward journey,
they were not indeed enjoined, but in the two instan
mood in which he returned from his revels was vaWith her little daughter, the sole remnant of ces last adduced are most beautifully and foicibly
rious. Cut it was only the shriek of the tempest. J her wretched heart’s wealth, she returned to her sanctioned. To forgive an injury, was known but lit
Then she thought some ebullition o f his frenzied kindred. It was with emotion of deep and pai»- tle inthe theory, and still less in the practice of the
anger rang In her ears. It was the roar of the j ful gratitude that she bade farewell to the inhabi- Heathens. But of returning good for evil, they
hoarse wind through the forest. All night longtants of that infant settlement, whose kindness, never thought. One of their most perfect moral
she listened to these sounds, and hushed and sang 1 through all her adversities, had never failed. And ists enjoined upon his disciple never to he outdone
to her affrighted babe. Unrefreshcd, she arose ; when they remembered the example of uniform by his friends in kindness, or by his enemies in in
and resumed her morning labors
patience and piety which she exhibited, and the jury. How differently did our Saviour teach and
Suddenly her eyes were attracted bv a group of I saintlike manner in which she sustained her bur- act,—rebuking the vindictive spirit ofhis disciples,
itrhbors coming up slowly from the river. A ' dens and cherished their sympathies, they felt as if when they would have called down fire from Hea
neighbors
7 and- terrible
’
- • “foreboding
--------------— CShe
"- a tutelary spirit had departed from among them.
dark
oppressed11her.
ven on the inhospitable village of Samaria; ever
hastened out to meet them. Coming towards her
house was a female friend, agitated and fearful,
who, pressing her arm around her would have
whom the morning of life had passed, she shared and ridiculed—praying for the authors of all his
spoken.
“Oh, you come to bring me evil tidings; I pray with humble cheerfulness the comforts that earth sufferings ! with almost his last breath saying “ Fa
you let me know the worst.”
had yet in store for her; but in the cherished sad ther forgive them for they know not what they do.”
The object was indeed to prepare her mind for ness of her perpetual widowhood, in the bursting
These are some of the traits and dispositions
a fearful calamity. The body of her husband had sighs of her nightly orison, might be traced a sa which distinguish his character from any other
been found, drowned, as was supposed, during the cred and deep-rooted sorrow—the memory of her known. Perfection, even by the confession of en
darkness of the preceding night, in attempting to erring husband, and the miseries of unreclaimed emies, can be claimed only by him. Besides Him,
cross the bridge of logs, which had been partial intemperance.
L. IL S.
not one has ever lived whose life and practice were
Hartford, Conn.
ly broken by the swollen waters. Utter prostra
uncontaminated by evil. And can such a one have
tion of spirit caine over the desolate mourner. Her
pretended to be whaf he really was not—tne Mes
.energies were broken, and her heart withered. She
H B r. 3 G I O U 3.
siah and Lawgiver of the world? or as such, have
had sustained the privations of poverty and emi
been
unfaithful to his commission? Impossible. His
From tho Churchman.
gration, and the burdens of unceasing labor and
own pure and holy precepts have never since been
unrequited care, without murmuring. She had THE CHARACTER OF CHRIST AN EVIDENCE perfectly obeyed. The perfection of Christ could
OF HIS DIVINITY.
lain her first born in the grave with resignation,
not, therefore, have resulted merely from them,
for faith had heard her Saviour saying, ‘ Suffer the
That religion is the purest and best which shows there must have been inherent in himself that
little children to come unto me.’ She had seen him itself to be such by its effects upon the lives of its which placed him before/ill others. He must have
in whom her heart’s young affections were garned j advocates. Of this religion we would natura’ly been divine in his nature and mission; and thence
up, become a persecutor and injurious,' a prey to expect the founder to be a spotless example. He it results that the Gospel he delivered it ndecd a
vice the most disgusting and destructive. Yet who originates precepts which it is beyond his own revelation from God, and as such binding upon all
she had borne up under all. One hope remained power to fulfil, gives at once descisive proof that as a rule of conscience and a guide of life.
with her as an ‘anchor of the soul,’ the hope that his authority is not indisputable. But he, who,
I. B. K.
he might yet repent and be reclaimed. She had promulgating a moral code, the perfection and
persevered in her complicated ao.d self denying nurity of which even malicious enmity must ac
BISHOP SMITH’S ADDRESS
duties with that charity which ‘heareth all things, knowledge, adds to it the more efficient instruc To the Convention of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the
believeth all things,, endureth all things.’
Eieeese of Kentucky.
tion of a fruitless example, stamps the seal of di
But now, he ha/i died in his sin. The deadly vinity upon his mission in characters which none
[concluded.]
leprosy which bad stolen over his heart, could no can mistake, who did not wish it. Such is the reOur numbers and resources are so exceedingly
more be ‘purged by sacrifice or offering forever.’ igion of Christ, and such was his life. An inl small, that apart from a strong confidence in God
She knew not that h single prayer for mercy had perfection in his code, has, notwithstanding all the our Saviour, it might well seem exceedingly vis
preceded the soul to its passage to the High Judge's endeavor of enemies, never been discovered; nor ionary and presumptuous for us to propose any
bar. There was bitter dregs in this grief, which through his whole life was he guilty of the least I system of measures, however limited or humble,
she had never before wrung out.
fault, which might rest as a blot upon his charac- I for extending our borders. But I have such perAgain the sad hearted community assembled in ter, or at which infidelity could point the finger of) feet confidence in the spirit which animates this
their humble cemetery. A funeral in an infant co malicious
triumph.
Wholly free from every vice,
•
- •
■
‘
body, that I am sure that a feeling of disappoint
lony awakens sympathies of an almost exclusive he was a perfect example of every virtue. His ment would pervade it, were I not to call its at
character. It is as if a large family suffered. enemies could not deny it. lie feared not to as tention to something to be done: to be done on a
One is smitten down whom every eve knew, eve sert it, when lie asked, “Which of you convinced) wise and comprehensive scale, and to be prosecu
ry voice saluted. To bear along the corpse of me of sin?” Pilate himself by whose judicial sen ted with unwearied patience and zeal, until our
the strong man, through the fields which he had tence he suffered death, had to syy, “I find no affairs assume an aspect far more animating than
sown, and to cover motionless in the grave that fault, in him.” Throughout the whole course of they now wear.
arm which trusted to have reaped the ripening his lile, of which we have detailed accounts, from
The want which presses on us most sorely, is
harvest, awakens a thrill deep and startling in the the pens of his most intimate friends, we cannot the want of ministers. Animated with a proper
breast of those who wrought by his side during the discover the least deviation either from the letter spirit, and sustained, in part, by mi ionary aid,
burden and heat of the day. To lay the mother or spirit of His Gospel. His whole life was love. there is hardly a county in the state where they
on her pillow of clay, whose last struggle with life To do the will of Him that sent him was indeed would not be welcomed by a few, and rendered
was, perchance, to resign the hope of one more his meat; to further the temporal and eternal hap great blessings to many who attend upon no means
brief visit to the land of her fathers, whose heart’s piness of mankind, his chief deiight.
of grace. When this view is taken of the wide
last pulsation might have been prayer that her
It ought to be remarked that Christ exhibit spread evils which a want of settled ministers has
children should return and grow up within the ed in his life not only such virtues as had been entailed upon thousands of imm trfal creatures
shadow of the school-house and the church of more or less perfectly practised by others, but al  around us, when we listen to the suppressed sighGod, is a grief in which none, save emigrants, may so many which had hitherto been wholly unknown, ings of souls ready to perish for lack of sound scrip
participate. To consign to their narrow, noteless or, if known, despised. He very evidently judg tural instruction, how do oar hearts yearn to send
abode, both young and old, the infant and him of ed of right and wrong by a standard far different to them ministers commissicnct by Christ, and
hoary hairs, without the solemn knell, the sable from that that is in vogue. That He was guided well fitted to break to these who hunger for it, the
train, the hallowed voice of the man of God, giv by this standard in his life and practice, as well bread of life.
ing back, in the name of his fellow Christians, the as in his preach’ng, may account for that virulent
We have great reason to bless Gnrl f r the mis
most precious roses of pilgrim’s path, and speaking hatred, from which even his pie-eminent virtue sionary zeal which abounds amongst • • ;r brethren
with divine authority of Himwhoisthe ‘resurrec could not secure him.
in the East. It holds out to us the ire promise
Ilis character may be best delineated by touch that as far as laborers can he obtained, our most
tion and the life,’ adds desolation to that weeping
ing more particularly on some parts of it. His pressing wants will speedily be s- ••died. But the
with which man goeth downward to his dust.
But with heaviness of an unspoken and pecu devoutness, evidenced by the frequency, fervor, difficulty, I might say the utter impossibility of
liar nature was this victim of vice borne from the and nature of his prayers,—his humility, is shown obtaining a sufficient and seasonable supply of la
house that he troubled, and laid by the side of his in his frequent reproofs of the ambitious spirit of borers from abroad, has already induced a few
son, to whose fender years he had been an unnat his disciples,—his washing their feet,—his almost friends of the church to devise some very imper
ural enemy. There was sorrow among all who universal injunction of secrecy, whenever he fect measures for the education of young men
stood around his grave, and it bore features of that wrought any miracle; and his constantly avoiding amongst us, whose hearts the Lord hath touched
publicity* except so far as necessary to fulfil the todesiretheworkoft.be ministry. A house haa
sorrow which is without hope.
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been rented, and by the pious liberality of a few > salvation ofsouis and the permanent interests of I they preached him, faithfully, plainly, fervently.
Let us follow the blessed Saviour as they followed
Ladies in Louisville and Lexington, partially fur- the kingdom of Christ. Shall we disguise these
him, seeking not our own, but the things of Jesui
nished for their accommodation. Three Students sentiments, at the same time that we avoid com Christ. Let us tread in his blessed footsteps—
are at present enjoying the imperfect advantages mining ourselves by uniting in the employment of
daily foregoing our own ease, and sacrificing our
♦Hiia far nrovided. A fund of about a thousand these means? From all again, we differ greatly on
the subject of the ministry. Would it be Christian own comfort, that we may relieve the distressed,
L
'L
thn
thus farhas
provided,
■
-• —of which $315
’ • -*■ —
:~c.l enlighten the ignorant, and reclaim and save the
dollars
also been o.
subscribed,
to avoid all conversation on this subject,
painful
have been paid in, to be loaned in small sums with as it often is to those around us, whilst consisten erring and the lost.
The Church combines in herself enough for her
out interest to such students as require assistance, cy, principle and conscience, oblige us in practice
of which 200 have already been loaned to three dif daily to declare, that no man shall be accounted perpetual increase and glory, if her ministers will
——
OP,-. „ Q , j f-ton pex
v - only keep their vows and perform their duty. If
or taken to be a lawful minister, or
suffered
ferent
applicants.
Feeling
that some measure of this kind lies at ecute any ministerial function in the church, ex the Church can be said to consist in the one thing
the very foundation of all our hopes as a Diocese, cept he be called, tried, examined, and admitted most essential to her existence and perpetuity, a
you will bear with me, if 1 call your attention in a thereunto, according to the form provided by the living ministry, it can with truth be said, that her
very special manner to the importance of giving a church, or hath had Episcopal Consecration, or prosperity consists in the holiness and disinterest
more definite, enlarged, and permanent form to Ordination?* If our conduct unequivocally pro ed zeal of that ministry. Would to God, my breth
these imperfect arrangements. If the house we claims this sentiment, do we not expose ourselves ren, that a memory of our solemn responsibility
occupy, or one of similar advantages, were the to the suspicion of either being ashamed of our might be kept alive in us, by the power of the
property of the church, and if it were completely sentiments, or of having adopted an unfair mode the Holy Ghost, and that he would give us grace
furnished for the accommodation of students, there of propagating them, whilst we evade the discus to do the duty which would then be always engra
would he every reason to hope that it would en sion ofevery point of difference between ourselves ven on our hearts.
courage young men to pursue their studies amongst and others? Is it not evidently our duty, on all
us, and to devote a few years of their early minis proper occasions, frankly to avow our convictions,
From the Presbyterian,
try at least, to the rearing of infant parishes in des and to explain the grounds and reasons of them,
SACRED MUSIC.
titute parts of the Diocese. There is likewise ev as far as Christian courtesy, and the circumstances
The subject is one respecting which a culpable
ery reason to believe that a Manual Labor School
apathy is prevalent. One thing must be evident
the case will permit.
in the neighborhood of this city, would essential of Will
not the same course of reasoning satisfy us
ly aid in diminishing the expenses of Theological that it is our duty to endeavor to convince all those to all; nothing can be accomplished, until the bo
dy of Christians shall be willing to devote atten
Education, and in rearing young men, in self-de
whom we love as Christians, who are in error upon tion to it, conjointly, and as a part of religious du
nying habits, for entering with advantage on a these subjects, that their views are wrong, if we ty. We are about to make an extract from the
Theological course. Perhaps it may be thought really believe that consistency obliges us to advo
letter of a friend in Europe, which we hope will
by some, very premature even to speak of such
cate others by our practice? If a form of prayer have the effect of stimulating some of our readers
expensive arrangements in the very infancy of our
and an apostolic ministry are of no importance, to bestow care upon this matter. What Swiss
affairs. But to enter upon some such at the very surely, my brethren, we have sadly mistaken the congregations can do for Switzerland, a Christian
outset, and to pursue them patiently, with the ve direction of our labours! In that case, instead of
ry best means God may be pleased to place in our asking which denomination is best approved by people may surely do for Zion.
“Two nights after my arrival at Geneva,” says
power, is the only certain road to success. The
scripture and primitive practice; should we not
attention of this Convention, or of the Diocesan rather ask, which occupies the best vantage ground our correspondent4* having spent the daylight in
the public walks, I was sauntering homeward, or
Society is earnestly solicited to some system of
measures directed to these most important and for doing good to the souls and bodies of men? rather innward, when a bell began to ring. Rec
and as generally speaking, that denomination oc ollecting that it was the first Monday in the mouth,
vital objects.
When from the details of these labors performed cupies this ground, whose numbers and resources I imagined that some of the evangelical people
and these plans proposed, we turn, my friends, to are the greatest, should we not be bound to join -might be observing the monthly concert. I ac
take a more comprehensive view of the position one in one section of the country and another in cordingly followed the sound till it brought me to
another, as the case might be? But if we do really the door of the, Eglise de la Fusterie, one of the
which we occupy in the community around us, we
find ourselves surrounded by difficulties of a very from our hearts believe that a scriptural liturgy principal churches. The house was lighted, and
perplexing and trying nature. Many of our opin best promotes, in the long run, the interests of a number of persons were si-.uuling round the doors.
pure religion, and that Christ and his Apostles un ‘What is this?” said I to one of them. ‘Monsieur,
ions and practices, though familiar to the parents
of many amongst us, appear to their children to derstood quite as well as men of a much later age cest un chant, vous pouvez bicn entrer.' The door
be novel and unacceptable. The claims of our what orders in the ministry would best contribute resisted my attempt, hut a moment after, it was
The doorkeeper asked
ministry, and the forms of our public worship, to to the same result, why then, with a martyr's hu opened from within.
which their ancestors were strongly attached, mility, disinterestedness and zeal, we may well whether Monsieur was a foreigner, and invited me
seem now to wear a repulsive aspect. And, hence, devote our life to the advancement of the interest to ascend into the tribune. I accordingly did so,
the motives which influence us in going forth to of that Church in which these advantages are pos and looking down, saw the body of the church filled
with well-dressed men and boys, while a great
exercise the ministry, agreeably to the forms of sessed to a most admirable degree.
Our greatest difficulty, in practice, will be found number of ladies were collected around the pulpit.
the Episcopal Church, where the great doctrines of
the Gospel in the main, are already faithfully to lie, in the manner in which we attempt to per Over the ‘clerk’s desk’ was a large black board,
preached are not duly appreciated. The retired suade others of the excellencies of the Church. with a piece of music scored in chalk. Before it
and steady course which we pursue, interfering On this subject, 1 have endeavored to caution my stood a man with a long stick in his hand, with
with the rights and privileges of no portion of our self by reflections like these. IIow would I ap which he touched every note as it was sung. I said
citizens, and withdrawing ourselves in a great proach a very dear friend, of whose sincere piety to inyself—‘This is noble! A congregational
measure from many of their plans and movements I had no doubt, in order to convince him of any singing-school on a splendid scale. Ifwasnotin
for doing good, renders it absolutely impossible defect or fault in his sentiments or practice? Pre vain that Farel and Calvin insisted on the introduc
for us to avoid observation, or to escape censure. cisely in the same spirit should we approach those tion of psalmody. I was more and more delight
Our contact with Christians without our own pale, pious people, who do not entertain scriptural views ed, as I watched the skilful and efficient manner
is unavoidably very close. And, therefore, our on the subject of the ministry. I have, also, often in which the leader managed the performance.
conduct in reference to them must either settle asked myself, how I should expect a friend to con He did not sing himself, but marked the time for
down into a habit, upon principles and grounds duct himself towards me, if he considered me in the whole, and by occasional directions, by clap
unexatnined, or it must be regulated by common an error on these points? If by education, or for ping his hands, stamping &c., regulated the forte
rules at which we have arrived, by reflection and want of instruction, or examination, I was at this and piano to perfection. When a mistake was
by the mutual interchange of opinions and obser moment a stranger to the peculiar, and inestima made, he stopped them and corrected it. Nothing
vations, and by prayer. A moment’s reflection ble privileges of the Episcopal Church, with my that I ever read or heard went half so far towards
will teach us that the daily conduct of our clergy present views and feelings, what would I not give, making me believe that a whole congregation
and leading laymen towards other Christian people, what would I not suffer, to be set right? If ei might oe taught to sing. Here was the proof au
will have greater weight in impressing the great ther of you had it in your power to enlighten and ricular and ocular before me, and as I listened to
body of the people with an idea what the claims instruct me, let me ask bow I should wish to be the majestic swell of that majestic instrument, the
and excellences of the church are, than all other approached; and precisely with that spirit, let me human voice, I asked myself why the paltry organ
causes combined. Would it not, then, be eminent approach others. Let us do it in humility, know above the pulpit was not thrown out of the win
ly unfortunate if this conduct should be left to ca ing that we are but imperfectly enlightened and dow. I even went so far as to meditate an article
Let us for ‘The Presbyterian,’ lauding the zeal with which
price, or accident, or to be settled with habits form constantly liable to mistakes and errors.
ed without due reflection? Is it not much our du • do it with gentleness, making the least possible al the modern Genevese, from infancy to hoary hairs,
ty to form definite ideas of the course of conduct lowance for the prejudices of habit and education. apply themselves to psalmody, and calling upon
required of us under the peculiar circumstances Let us do it in love, aiming at the profit, edifica the Christians of America to follow their example.
in which we find ourselves providentially placed? tion and happiness of him whom we would instruct; My illusion was dispelled by a young man, who
Would it be either manly or Christian in us, to and through him, at the good of the Church.
And above all, brethren of the ministry, let us sat near me, and politely offered me half of his
attempt either to withhold or disguise our senti
show
of our ministry are Apostolic, music book. This encouraged me to talk, so I
others, upon
up in puuus
points where
ments from orners,
wucic we differ „IU„ that the formsii
------ fho rlici nt prpcfpj
from them, and where the difference, if not avow- ■ by manifesting on all occasions
the disinterested asked him whether it was an ordinary thing. He
ed in words, must be avowfcd in actions? From j zeal of Apostolic men. Let us preach Christ as said it was, and took place every week. ‘It is
for the service in the church,’ said I interrogative
many (for example) we differ somewhat in our ideas ____
pf some of the means best fitted to promote the • See Preface to the Ordination offices in the Prayer Book. ly. ‘O no Sir,’ said he with a look of surprise.
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He then proceeded to inform me that about two
months ago a society was formed for the purpose
of learning and practising the national songs ot
Switzerland; that the number of members was
about twelve hundred, and that this was one of
their weekly meetings. Though such an associa
tion, under other circumstances, would have inter
ested me deeply, I was so much disappointed on
discovering my mistake, that I felt disposed to
slight the whole affair. I might as well have felt
disposed to walk on my head, for in a few minutes
they despatched their evening task and began to
sing some airs which they had previously learned.
The words of the songs, the wild pathos of the me
lodies, the richness of the harmony, the appear
ance of the people, the historical associations,
mixed together, formed a compound which was re
ally intoxicating. One of the corusses sank so
deeply into my ears and brain that I cannot forget
it, and if we once meet again, I engage to sing it
con amore for your benefit. It is a very good spe
cimen of the qualities which distinguish the Swiss
airs, and which I cannot otherwise describe than
by saying, that they are inexpressibly monotonous.
This is eminently true of the Rans des Vaches
which I heard upon Mount Rigi. It kept time
precisely with the jingling of the cow-bells, and
sounded as if the minstrel had been making varia
tions to the ding-dong. At the same time it was
wild, plaiative, and unearthly. I believe I atn
talking about the Rans des Vaches, though that
is not the subject of my story. The words of the
song or rather chorus were these:—

MR. PIERPOINT ON INTEMPERANCE.
The following remarks were made by the Rev. Mr. Pier
point of Boston, before the New-York State Temperance
Convention, recently holden at Utica, in the course of de
bate on a resolution declaring the traffic in ardent spirits to be
an immorality which ought to be abandoned throughout the
world. They are among the most forcible and eloquent which
we remember to have met with on the subject.

.

'____ .

____________ m

ter? You have already broken their hearts, and
perhaps Jaid them in the grave. And must I mo
del my phrases with the technical nicety of a spe
cial plea? I cannot do it.
Phe traffic has be:en compared to the slave trade,
i And well the comparison holds. In times past,
there have been good men who bought and sold
i slaves. And by the principle I laid down, we still
i hold them in respect, because they did not underI am ready to take the ground of this resolution, ' stand the subject. I once saw a slave bought and
and to maintain it with all the little energy God sold, out of pure humanity, to save her from what
has given me. It is morally wrong, an immoral j she dreaded worse than death, being sold to Geority, a sin. I will not pretend to describe the evils jgia, and I could not condemn the individual who
which grow out of the traffic. Let it be done by did it, as a slave dealer, although he was so far en
every man’s own imagination. Pardon me, sir, it gaged in the slave trade. But who thinks of these
is not the work of imagination, but of sober, open- exceptions, when speaking of the slave trade, or
eyed observation to see its horrors, and of plain his thinks himself obliged to qualify his terms towards
tory7 to describe them.
kidnappers for fear of wounding such an individu
It is said we ought to be restrained from pass al? No, sir, we look at the character of the bu
ing such a resolution, by respect for the feelings siness, the objects, the results. And so we treat
of those who are engaged in the traffic. But how the traffic in ardent spirits. I wish, therefore, to
can I respect the feelings or interest of the man be recorded as in the affirmative of the resolution
who builds his pile of wealth on these treasures of before you.
society, which wealth can neither buy nor replace.
Tender of their feelings, indeed! I am told that
ORTHODOXY NOT PIETY.
many gentlemen have made respectable fortunes
Were I asked what I deem to he the most com
in this traffic, and are highly respectable men, and mon temptation to which, in the present day pe
we should be tender of their feelings. But have
culiarly, Christians are exposed, I should be in
they so been tender of the feelings of others?— clined to reply, the substitution of strong opinion
When they in the midst of their wealth and pow
for that deeply felt religious principle by which alone
er have taken my solitary little ewe lamb, out of the mind can be preserved in tenderness, humility
my bosom, may I not say to the butcher, “Thou art and love to God and man. The importance of
the man?” Sir, if I have not nerve enough to say sound and orthodox views of Christianity cannot
this, may God take from me what he has given. indeed be too highly estimated; because it is our
“ Serrez vos rangs, enfans de Helvetie!
If Iain not bold enough in his service, to meet bounden duty to believe the truth which our hea
Les oppresseurs lie sauraient lea ouvrir.
S’il faut toniberj toinbons pour la patrie!
the truth, let him dismiss me from his service, and venly Father condescends to reveal to us; and be
Pour savoir vivre, il faut savoir mourir.”
put men in my place who are bold enough.
cause it is chiefly through the medium of these
Those before me have all heard of Minotaur, views that the heart of the believer is rightly af
How can the poor fellows who have just gone off
to Basle sing this on the eve of battle? IIow can the fabled monster of Crete, who used to seize fected towards God.
they talk about oppressors, when their business is men and women, and drag their bodies to his
Ncverthelesss experience amply proves that the
to separate two bands of fighting brethren? Un cave, that he might riot on their flesh. Suppose theory of religion may be embraced, and may even
happy Switzerland! God grant her a good deliv now, Mr. President, this monster should come and assume in the mind a very definite shape—while
take a beloved child, your child, my venerable all that is practical and lovely in the character of
erance.
“I have since attended a second meeting of the friend, in your white hairs, him to whom you look the Christian continues at a low ebb. It is the fre
Societe due Chant National. They sang another for support in the going down of your sun. Will quent devise of Satan to transplant the religion of
air, wild and lively even to enthusiasm, containing not the neighbors go out with the power of the the believer from the heart to the heud; and this
a eulogy on Switzerland. This was executed country to rescue the victim? You would go af devise is one with which our corrupt nature is ev
with amazing spirit, as was another, a solemn fugue, ter him to the centre of the earth. And now shall er prone to co-operate. For it is infinitely more
perhaps a dirge, in which there was a solo by a we be told that we must stand at the door of the easy to think and talk correctly on religious sub
female voice, alternating with a sepulchral bass by cave, and gently ring the bell, and tremblingly ask jects, than to cultivate a deep sense of our own
a hundred and fifty voices, and terminating in a the imp who comes to the door, “Is your master vileness, to submit to the heart-searching opera
penetrating musical shriek of all the parts together. at home?” and beg that he will please to set a time tion of the Holy Spirit, and to walk in the narrow
This was the last piece; and was followed by a for a gentleman, whose child he has taken, to call path of self-denial.
thunder of applause from the performers them- and ask an explanation?
Hence it sometimes happens that a high religious
Sir, I too am a father, and I cannot trim and profession is blemished by a conformity to the
selves; or as a man who sat by me expressed it,
‘une explosion patriotique.’ I have since reflect square my words, and use set phraseology, to avoid world, by self-indulgence, by “covetousness which
ed that I was too hasty in abandoning my incho giving offence. Sir I expect to give offence in is idolatry,” and above all by a hot and unsubdued
ate argument. Though this was not a school of promoting temperance, and that offence will ripen temper. Even when engaged in defending the
psalmody, it is equally relevant and valid as a proof into enmity. If he who wishes to labor in the great doctrines of the gospel, Christians are some
of possibilities. If twelve hundred respectable cause of temperance faithfully, is a clergyman, times tempted to lay aside that meek and quiet
GeneveSe, little boys, old men, and yonng girls, they will alienate his friends, perhaps reduce his spirit which becomes their profession, and in the
can brought into the harness by a mere feeling his salary, or even remove him from his place. If place of earnest, faithful appeals to those whose
of romantic patriotism, what might not, ought not he is a layman, they will depreciate his character, faith in Christ is defective, to make use of offen
to be done in the American Churches from a sense and show that there is yet vengeance in the worm sive names and contemptuous accusations.
of duty joined with a desire of rich enjoyment? of the still.
That all these infractions of Christianity are
But shall I yield or be alarmed at this? No, extremely, unfavorable to its progress in the world,
I have used the phrase ‘romantic patriotism’ not
without design. It is a very instructive fact, that gentlemen, you have already done what you could. is a point which admits of no question; for there
in England and America, the cradle and the home You have taken my first born son, and beguiled is probably nothing which has a stronger tendency
of freedom, political advantages are things of real him into your shop, in my neighborhood, and taught to encourage the prevalence of infidelity, than the
life, and are never associated with poetical imagery; him to love the poison, until my child was brought various inconsistencies of believers. Far indeed
while in France, the favorite country of mock free home at night and thrown upon rny entry floor.— am I from insinuating that the generality of serious
dom, the insignia of liberty are triumphal arches, And ain I to stand and parley with the authors of Christians do not bring forth much very much, of
statutes, and declamatory fustian. And in gene all his misery? No, sir, it is war, war to the knife the fruit of righteousness—enough to afford an
ral thoughout the continent of Europe, men seem i with the unholy traffic. Here is my son. Would evidence that their religion is of divine origin.—
to think more of the name of freedom than of ! to God you had met him on the side-walk, and But might we not add strength and clearness to
the thing itself. The patriotism that evaporates buried your dagger in his bosom, and flung his this evidence by aiming at a higher standard in our
in song is ill adapted to contend with the un- bleeding corpse into my house. Then the law conduct and conversation? Ought not our light
harmonious prose of tyranny and rebellion. The could have interposed to stop the course of blood. to shine with a greater degree of purity and bright
‘common sense’ of liberty is known only to Eng Had you taken him into your dreary vault of rum, ness? Ought we not to “adorn the doctrine ot God
land and her offspring, the haughty mother and and bound him fast to the floor, and forced the li our Saviour in all thingsT' Ought we not to “be
the alienated child. But to conclude the chapter quer down his throat, and sat like a nightmare on blameless and harmless, the sons of God without
on music—I proceed to state that the psalmody his bosom, gloating over the convulsions of youth rebuke, in the midst of a crooked and perverse naof the French churches is to my ear most monoto and beauty,I could have thanked you;even though ion?”—Gurneys Portable Evidence.—S. School
nous and insipid. They retain the old recitatives I might have heard his groans and could not help Journal.
which are bound up at the end of the French Bi him till he died in your hands- For, then, he would
Thou, who hast seen Christ all and thyself abso
bles, and perhaps sing the same airs here as in the have gone up with clean hands, to witness before
days of Parel. I am sure the service of the Scotch God against his murderer. But now you have bro lutely nothing; to whom Christ is life, and who art
and English Churches is by no means less solemn ken his will, you have debased his soul, and defac dead to all righteousness besides; thou art a Chris
because they have adopted real music as the ve ed the image of God in him, and what can you tian; one higlhy beloved, and who has found favor
do more? Will you traduce my wife and daugh- with God.—Wilcox.
hicle of praise.”
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known. Jt was now that the male members of the congrega- wards, the Secretary of the Amer.ean Temperanw
tiou began to feel that it was their duty to do something in the at a public meeting on Wednesday evening,
_ and on Thursday
_____ ,
same way. A meeting was called to obtain the opinion of the ! evening resolutions were supported by speeches from Judg,
OAMBIER. FRIDAY, DECEMBER 27, 1833.
society, on the propriety of making an attempt to build a Wright, Ger.. McDowell, Rev. Mr. Merrill the author of
JJriscorAi. Visitation__ A correspondent has furnished us Church. Some seven or eight persons attended this meeting; the “ Ox Sermon,” and Mr. Keyes.
with the following notices of the Bishop’s visitation to Steu they determined that it was proper to make this attempt, and
The Convention were in session two days. Resolutions de
benville;—
immediately opened a subscription payable in four equal in claring the traffic in ardent spirits, as well as the use of them
Bishop McIlvaine arrived at Steubenville, in the course of stalment^ of six months. More than §1000 was subscribed as a drink, to be an immorality, were passed unanimously, and
his visitation of the Diocese, on Friday morning the 6th inst. by those pr /sent; the work thus prosperously begun, proceeded efficient measures were adopted to extend and deepen the temaccompanied by the Rev. Mr. Armstrong of Wheeling, Va. with spirit and activity; other Christian denominations afford erance reformation throughout the limits of the State. The
In the evening, service being read by Rev. Mr. Armstrong, ed us liberal support, at the head of whom stood the name of Rev. Mr. Bigelow was appointed Agent to organize societies.
the Bishop preached from the text (John vii. 37) “/» the last tiie respected Pastor of the Presbyterian congregation of the The Managers of the State Society have also established a
day, that great day of the feast, Jesus stood and cried, saying, If place. Our friends in Pittsburgh rendered some acceptable Temperance paper at Columbus, on the plan of the “ Ternany man thirst, let him come unto me and drink.” The subject aid. Between three and four thousand dollars were subscribed, perance Record.”—These measures furnish the best evi
was judiciously selected in reference to the services which were of which there is at this time not more than fifty dollars un dence of a growing zeal in the cause, and good hope of its
to follow; and the solemn and dignified energy with which it paid. Application was now made tc the Rt. Rev. Bishop final success amongst us.
was treated, were well calculated to make a lasting impression Hopkins, then of Boston, for a plan of “a village church.”
METEOROLOGICAL RE GI ST E R.
upon the attentive audience. On Saturday the Bishop was |'file request was cheerfully and promptly complied with, and
waited on, at the house of our beloved Pastor, by the War a plan, with the most minute specifications, soon furnished.—
Date.
|Sun-rise. 11 o’clock. 19 o’clock. j Wind. | Weather.
dens and Vestrymen, and after some familiar conversation, It is due to Bishop Hopkins to say, that to him, more than to
Dec’r. 18
34°
32°
31°
N.
Cloudy
entered upon a full explanation of the duties of their respec any other individual, is this section of the country, and all
19
35°
28°
21°
N.
Cloudy
20
32°
tive offices. The hour having arrived for meeting the candi western Pennsylvania indebted for the marked improvement
28°
28°
S.E.
Cloudy
21
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32°
S.E.
dates for confirmation, the interview was concluded by uniting recently exhibited in the style of church architecture. On
Cloudy
22
42°
31°
" s. w.
31°
Cloudy
in supplicating the Great Head of the Church for the influ the 9th of June, 1832, the corner-stone was laid, and an ap
23
22°
39°
38°
E.
Rain
ence of his Holy Spirit, upon all who ate engaged in building propriate address delivered by the Rev. Mr. Wheat, then of
24
40°
44°
38°
S.
Cloudy
it up and advancing its interests upon earth. The interview Virginia, now rector of St. Luke’s Church, Marietta.
with the Candidates for confirmation was truly delightful and
The building is now completed, and “consecrated to the wor
XUBZ.XGXQUS nOBLMGBWCE.
edifying—they were chiefly persons of adult age—some far in ship of Almighty God, according to the forms, usages and
St.
Johns
Church, Canandaigua—This interesting Parish,
advrfncc of the meridian of their days. What their Pastor customs of the Protestant Episcopal Church of the United
for some time vacant, has recently been provided with a Pas
had frequently urged upon them, that the ceremony was, in States of Tjmerica, as now established, or hereafter to be es tor in the election as Rector, of the Rev. R. C. Shimeallivho
effect, an open profession of the religion of Christ, an enlist tablished, forever.” It is a brick edifice, 40 by 60 feet, exclu has entered upon his duties, and is, we are informed, to be in
ment under the banner of the Cross, was impressively dwelt sive of the tower, which projects 12 feet in advance, and is 54 stituted in a few days.—Auburn Gospel Mcs.
upon. The meeting was closed by singing and prayer. The feet high, the house being 22 feet high from the top of the
The Rev. Henry II. Bean, late of the Diocese of Virginia,
rite of Confirmation was performed in the evening, after ser- basement to the w.dl plate (the dimensions are somewhat al- has removed to Maryland and taken charge of St. Peter’s
Parish, Montgomery county, and Zion Parish, Frederick
vice by Mr. Morse, sen..on by the Rev. Mr. Anm.trong, and j lerej fr0ln the original plan.) The basement story stands 5 county, in that State.—Episcopal. Recorder.
an address by the Bishop to the candidates. Above twenty feet above ground, is of handsomely rusticated free-stone, and
were confirmed. The services of Sunday commenced at 10 >s to be used as a vestry room, Sunday school room, for eve
From the Churchman.
o’clock, A. M. with the imposing ceremony of consecrating ning lectures, &c. Both the main building and tower are
Mr. Editor,—The following extracts from a letter just re
our new Church to the worship of Almighty God.—Morn finished with buttresses at the corners and sides, with suitable ceived from the Rev. Mr. Robertson, our Missionary in
ing service by Mr. Armstrong, sermon by the Bishop, end the offsets, and topped with pinnacles. The windows—4 in each Greece, will probably be interesting to your readers, and ap
pear to ine worthy of a place in your valuable paper, for their
*aerament of the Lord’s Supper administered by Mr. Morse, side, and 2 in each end—are strictly in the gothic style, with
own intrinsic merits’ sake. Yours, &c.
M. N.
assisted by Mr. Selden from Georgetown, in the diocese of diamond shape glass, the frame placed flush with the inside of
Svra, September 18, 1832.
J’a. A collection was taken up in aid of the Diocesan Mis the wall, and the o; nii.gs flaring outward, the arches upward
“ Rev. and dear Brother,—Your kind favor of Jan. 8th,
sionary Society. Mr. Selden preached at 3 I’. M. At night and outward, altogether presenting a very imposing appear with an accompanying box of publications of (he Protestant
the Bishop preached, by request, in the Presbyterian meeting ance. The interior of the building is finished in a very beau Episcopal Press, &c. was duly received, and ought to have
house, to a crowded congregation, whose whole attention seem tiful style, the gothic order being preserved in the pannel-work been acknowledged before. It found me, however, suffering
seveiely from rheumatism, which so much affected my right
ed to he riveted, as that of one individual, in earnest and deep upon the pulpit, the pews, and the front of the organ gallery.
arm and hand, ar to render it difficult foi‘ me to write for a
ly solemn regard to every word spoken.
Much of its interior beauty is due to appropriate coloring; all long time. Through Divine mercy I have for some time past'
The Bishop departed this morning (Monday) to visit the the wo?id work being painted in an excellent imitation of oak, been perfectly relieved, and have no reason to anticipate a re
turn; and I trust and pray that grace will he given me to ex
neighboring parishes of Springfield and Cross-Creek.
A. the eye is offended with no bright hues, and no violent conhibit my gratitude by a deeper engagedness in the cause in
trasts—the effect produced is that of soberness of feeling and wl’ich 1 have embarked. It is a good cause, and there is
To the Editor of the Gambier Observer.
calm reflection. The second story of the tower makes a very son to believe that our labors will not he in vain in the Lord.
CONSECRATION OF ST. PAUt’s CHURCH, STEUBENVILLE.
I should he rejoiced to see more ministers of our Church in
Suitable organ loft, wiiieh is supplied with an excellent and these regions, diffusing by precept and example, through books
This interesting ceremony was performed in presence of a
well-toned instrument, formerly used in the family of Bishop and schools, the light of divine truth. Yet I have lost no
large assemblage of people, by Bishop Mcllvaine, on Sunday
Hopkins. Our choir is respectable and improving, and the portion of my sympathy for the situation of multitudes who
the 8th inst. There were present, assisting in the service, the
inspiring hymn, and the solemn chant, accompanied with the are perishing for lack of knowledge in my native land, nor
for that most desolate foreign field which has such just and
Rev. Mr. Armstrong of the diocese of Virginia, the Rev.
deep-toned organ, arc now sung in the most becoming and strong claims upon the spiritual sensibilities of American
Mr. Selden of the diocese of Pennsylvania, and the Rev. Mr.
impressive manner.
Christians,—poor, injured Africa. I rejoice, with thanksgiv
Morse, rector of the parish. The occasion was one of de
It was the consecration of this edifice which was to the ing to our God, that our Society is devising liberal things in
lightful interest, and heartfelt gratitude to the Episcopalians
regard to both these important and interesting scenes of labor,
Episcopalians of Steubenville an interesting event. The pre
and pray earnestly that He may soon raise up and send forth
of Steubenville. Until very recently, they had assembled for
sence of their Bishop, on his first visitation, greatly added to duly qualified heralds of the Cross. Are there not man)
the worship of God after the manner of the early Christians,
its interest. After the ceremony of consecration, and morn pious young men of our communion who have never yet
“in the upper chamber, or garret” of the academy—this,
thought of inquiring whether it he not their duty to become
ing service, he preached from the text “ My grace is sufficient ministers of Christ? I cannot hut think that there are many,
however, from necessity, not from choice; they felt themselves
for thee;” followed by the sacrament of the Lord’s Supper, who, if they were duly impressed with the spiritual wants of
too feeble in means to attempt the building of a commodious
at which there were, perhaps, 100 communicants, a number the world, and even of their own country, would feel constrain
and suitable “house of prayer;” to call upon foreign assist
having assembled from the adjacent county, and from Wheel ed to devote themselves to this high and holy calling. When
ance seemed an unpleasant resort, if its success had even been
other professions are full to overflowing, can they content
ing and Wellsburgh.
themselves to swell their thronged ranks still more, while the
undoubted. A tiain of unexpected circumstances finally con
The impression made l>y the visitation of the Bishop, was Church is crying, “ Who will come up to the help of the Lord
curred to prompt them to the noble effort of individual exer
against
the mighty?” Forbid it every sentiment of generous
one of universal Christian love with his own people, and of
tion, and the result proves what great things may become of
devotion to the best of Masters, every feeling of interest for
general respect and friendly feeling with other denominations. the salvation of perishing sinners! You perceive that I make
small beginnings, where the duty of active effort is felt in its
By request, he preached in the Presbyterian meeting house little distinction between missionaries and ordinary ministers.
proper force.
on Sunday evening, and left this on Monday morning early to Indeed, I see but little necessity, except that as the former are
.. It is now about two years since a few of the ladies of the
intrusted with much and are far removed from the direct in
visit the neighboring parishes.
J. A.
parish formed an association “for procuring a suitable lot of
spection of those who are set over them in the Lord, peculiar
caution is requisite in their selection. An exaggerated idea
ground, for the erection of a Church at some future day,”
Consecration.—The new Church, recently completed by
from the proceeds of their industry. For some months they All Saints’ parish, Portsmouth, Ohio, was consecrated to the is indeed often entertained of the character, labors and suffer
ings of foreign missionaries, and there is some danger that we
continued their humble efforts, encouraged only hy the con- ! worship of Almighty God, by Bishop Mr Ii.vaink, on Thurs- may have some day from among the i almost a Protestant
Rciopsness of being in the path of duty. A fair was held,1
November 28
Calendar of Saints. Yet in none of these respects do they
perhaps differ essentially from multitudes who labor in our
the proceeds of which amounted to about §150. Soon after '___________________________ .
an opportunity offered of purchasing a most eligible lot for ; Ohio Temperance Convention.—A Convention of Dele- native land and especially in its western portions. Trials
here may he of a peculiar nature, but not necessarily, on that
the purpose, it being in a central position of thi town, and gates from various Temperance Societies in different parts of account, the more severe. The greatest that I know of is the
situated on the corner of two streets, 60 feet in width and ISO the State convened in Columbus on Wednesday of last week, difficulty in regard to the proper education, intellectual and
in depth—It was purchased at public sale, for less than half i The attendance was much larger than could have been expect- spiritual, of children; and on this point I confess I feel acutely.
*
*
«
»
»
«
*
its intrinsic value, no one appearing desirous of competing in ed. Governor Lucas presided as chairman of the Conven“ I have distributed many small books and tracts to families,
tbe purchae. The Society were thus unexpectedly possessed ; tion, and several of our ablest public men took an active part where I thought they would prove Aseful, and shall continue
of a valuable lot, in a way which they had not felt, scarcely in its deliberations. An address was delivered by Dr. Ed- to do the same until the few I have left are disposed of, with
the exception of copies for my own family. I should be gb
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of a further supply, and especially of tracts from the Press, or
any Episcopal Tract Society I am now here [at Syra] seek
ing a house and printing odice, with the intention of remov
ing my family and the presses. Experience proves that Athens
is net a suitable location, particularly in consequence of its
distance from the sea, and confined commerce. Here I shall
have very frequent opportunities for almost all the ports of
Greece, and the Levant generally.
“Mr. R. adds as a postscript: “Six English vessels have
been here since my arrival a fortnight since; so that you will
perceive that I shall have opportunity for the distribution of
tracts, prayer-books, &c. in our own tongue. There will be
also many opportunities to distribute French and Italian tracts,
&c. Here is a population of more than 20,000 inabitants---Here vessels are continually arriving from various parts of
Europe, which I can supply with bibles and tracts. It is not
pleasant to leave the healthy climate, fine scenery, noble anti
quities, interesting associations, and good society of Athens,
for this barren rock, but I cannot, with a good conscience,
prefer pleasure to duty, and in the path of duty alone is peace
and content. Be so kind as to state in the Churchman that
letters, pamphlets, books, &c. &c. destined for me should be
sent henceforth in separate packages from those destined for
Mr. Hill, and directed Rev. J. J. Robertson, Syra, care of
J. Van Lennek, Esq., Dutch Consul, Smyrna. I should feel
it a great obligation if the Churchman could be sent to me.”

___
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of ccmnaon schools on some regular system throughout the
4? •^”t*-Sl3very Convention held in Philadelphia last week
State. The following resolutions, among others, were adopt o) ol delegates from 9 non-slaveholding States, an “Arneried at an Education Convention in Lexington, on the 7th ult. can Anti-Slavery Society,”jwas formed. Arthur Tappan, Esq.
which was attended by the Rev. B. O. Peers and Bishop was chosen I resident, Elizur Wright, Jr. Secretary of domes
Smith ot Lexington, the Rev. President louu r and ether
tic correspondence, and W. L. Garrison, Secretary of foreign
distinguished individuals.
. correspondence.
1st. Resolved, That this Convention assemble at Frankfort
On Saturday last, on the third ballot, Gen. Samuel M’Kean
on Thursday the 9th of January next, for the purpose of or
ganizing a State Common School Education Society, and for ; was elected Senator to Congress bv the I.egifi-ature of Penntaking such other measures, as may be promotive of the uni - svlvania, for six years from the 4tii of March last. He is a
versality and efficiency of common school education ; and that Jackson man, but Anti-Van Buren.
a committee he now appointed to propose a plan of organiza
Mr. Burden’s new steamboat, according to the Trey 3udtion, and to propose a constitution for said society, to he sub ; get, was tried on Wednesday of last week, on the Hudson. Its
J speed was 15 miles an hour, with hut 7 revolutions of the wamitted to the Convention at its next session at Frankfort.
2. R solved, That this Convention considers the establish I ter-wheel, in a minute, though the machinery is calculated to
ment ot a College for leachers, exceedingly desirable and im j make 25 when necessary. The boat arrived in this city on
portant.
Saturday, having made the passage in twelve hours, II er
3. Resolved, I hat this Couvention considers it desirable draft of water is 35 inches in the centre.
that the Legislature provide for the division of the counties
Dr. Cooper has resigned the Presidency of South Carolina
into district-, and for the raising of funds to support one or College. He is to be retained in the institution as a Lecturer
more teachers in each district.
on Chemistry, but will have no agency in its government.
4. Resolved, 1 hat the counties in this State not represented “ 1 bus says the Columbia limes “the College can no longer
at the present meeting, be requested to elect delegates to rep be said to be under the influence of Dr. Cooper.”
resent them»in the meeting to be held in Frankfort, which i
Hie widow ol the celebrated navigator, Capi. Cook, is still
resolution was adopted.
| living nt Clapham, and is nearly one hundred years old.
5. Resolved, I hat a central committee he appointed for
Gen. Lyman the Jackson candidate, was on Monday elect
preparing an address to the people of the State, on the im 1
ed Mayor of Boston, by a majority of 1,270.
Abolition or Sunday Parades.—Our readers will be plc.'is- portance of organizing a State Common School Society, for
Accounts from Smyrna confirm the former statements respect
to see in the Report of the Secretary ot V ar that Sunday pa carrying on cot respondence which may promote the object of
rades are henceforth abolished in the U. S. army by order of the Convention, and for making arrangements during the re ing the shortness of the opium crop, and say that it will not
cess of the Convention.
exceed COO or <00 baskets, or about half the usual quantity.—
the President.—aV. Y. Obs.
6. Resolved, That a committee bo appointed to collect in The price l^id advanced 25 per eent.
formation and report to this Convention, at its meeting in
British Physicians.— The Belfast Temperance paper, con
G33I-73H.«LIn SVSIKLa.K.’S'.
Frankfort, next winter, upon the subject of establishing a ducted by Professor Edgar, states that 100 of the ablest medi
Seminary for the Education of Teachers.
cal men in the three kingdoms have certified to the declaration
CONGRESS.
The following gentlemen were appointed a central com against ardent spirits, as useless and linrtful__ N. Y. Evan.
In Senate__ Thursday Dec. 5.—A message was received mittee, viz: lit. Rev. B. B. Smith, Rev. J. C. Young, Man
from the President, communicating his Veto of the Public lius V. Thompson, Esq., Jon Harvie, Esq., Rev. B. O.
Testimony of Physicians—We an gratified to learn from an
Land bill, which passed both houses of Congress at the close Peers, and James J. Allen, Esq.
authentic source, that already nearly 1,000 physicians, from
of the last session.
The following gentlemen were appointed a committee to every section of the country, have sent in their names to the
The message being read, Mr. Clay rose and animadverted collect information, in relation to the establishment of a Col Declaration of the 75 physicians of Boston, “that ardent spi
with severity upon the course pursued by the President, ia re lege for the education of teachers, viz: Messrs. Minn, But rit is always hurtful—and is the fruitful cause of disease and
death.’’ The N. Y. State Society intend to give a iist of all
lation to the bill in question, and concluded by moving to lay ler, Kean, 0’IIarra, and J. J. Polk,—N.fY. Observer.
physicians who give their names to this testimony, in their
the message on the table.
The motion to lay the Message on the table was agreed to.
Solemn Warning to Youth.—The College of New-Jersey quarter publication: and it is hoped that no one of them in
Mr. Benton moved to take up the Message and make it the has enjoyed in so great a degree the blessing of health, that the Union, who agrees in sentiment with that already express
ed, will withhold the weight and influence of his name. Ev
order of the day for to-morrow.
not more than one student is known to have died within its
Mr. Poindexter objected to the motion, on the ground that walls. The last few months, however, has alibrded a striking ery one who wishes to strengthen this power, should at once
no further action whatever could be constitutionally had on the i example of the frailty of youthful vigor. During the vaca furnish the Executive Coimnitte of the N. Y. Suite Temparsubject. The Message, like some others from the same quar tion, two young gentlemen of the same class, of the same age, anee Society with his name and residence. Address E. C.
ter, was a departure from the usual practice of the Govern by the same kind of accident, (the discharge of a fowling Delavan, Albany.—/6.
ment, under similar circumstances, and was addressed to the piece) resulting in the same dreadlhl malady, (tetanus) were
General Post Office—The Annua! report of the Post Mas
public ear through this body, &c. &c.
removed from life. And what rendered the warning more ter General states that when he came into office in 1829, the an
Mr. Benton then rose and replied to the remarks made by impressive was, that hut a few weeks before another member nual transportation of the mail was 13,000,000 miles. July
Mr. Clay, and in vindication of the course pursued by the of the senior class had been summoned away.—Presbyterian. 1, 1833, it was 26,854,485 miles. Expense of transporting
Chief Magistrate.
the mad in 1829, $1,153,646; in
J,SOI,68; averagecxSteam Boats.—From a table and an account contained in penense, 7} cents and 57 hundredths per mile.
Mr. Clay rejoined.
Present
Mr. Benton then withdrew the motion to resume the con- the Louisville Herald, of the number of steam boats lost and length of mail roads, 119,016 miles. Post offices 10,127__
abandoned on the Western waters, from July 1st, 1831, to the Gross amount of postage, June 30, 1820, $1,707,418; in
deration of the Message.
On motion of Mr. Moore, 5000 extra copies of the Message 20th November, 1833, we make the following abstract. The
1833, $2,616,538d Compensation to post masters, including
was ordered to be printed.
whole number of boats lost and abandoned within that period contingent expenses of their offices, $826,283. Debt of the
Mr. Clay gave notice, that lie would on Tuesday next, ask were sixty-seven. Of this number seven were burned while
Depar' lent July 1, 1833, beyond the available balances due
leave to introduce a Bill to appropriate for a limited time the under way, and nine while in port. Twenty-two were sunk toil, .$195,208. The Post Master General says:
proceeds of the Public lands.
by snags and stumps; two by rocks, five by running foul of
“The discovery of the excess of expenditures beyond its
Mr. Calhoun, gave notice that he would on Monday next, I each other, seven by ice, and fifteen abandoned, being unlit for revenues, at once shewed the necessity of retrenchment. The
move for leave to introduce a bill to repeal the act of last ses service. A large proportion of the boats lost were of an in only peacticable means of doing this, was the withdrawal of
sion entitled “an act to amend the several acts pioviding ferior class, and generally of small size. It is also stated that some of the improvements which had been made, and on such
for the collection of duties on imports,” [commonly called the | most of the accidents that have occurred in low water, and by routes as would he least injurious to the public, and least pre
enforcing bill.]
fires, have been, with two exceptions, in port or among the judicial to the revenues of the Department.—lb.
Tuesduy Dec. 10.—Mr. Clay offered a resolution directing I cotton boats.
the Secretary of the Treasury to report the names of all the I
Dr. Welch of Aunapolis reports in a Baltimore medicas
Rail Road.—The Paterson Rail Road, which is now com paper that he has completely cured himself of numerous wart
banks which base been selected for the depoiit of the public i
monies, and with a full and particular statement of their con - ; plete to Bergen Ridge, was thrown open on Friday, and tra- I on his hands by sending electrical sparks through them five
versed to Paterson, by a large party. Great obstacles have minutes daily for five days.
dition. Agreed to.
The Rev. Mr. Hatch was elected Chaplain of the Senate on been overcome in constructing this road, and in-all respects,
the 6th ballot. On the first ballot, Mr. Post (Presbyterian) we learn, the Company have succeeded to their own satisfac
FOREIGN.
had 13 votes; and Mr. Pise, (Roman Catholic) 10; Mr. tion. It passes five miles over the salt meadow, and crosses
By an arrival at this port says the New-York Observer Lon
several
creeks
and
two
rivers.
The
diagonal
bridge
over
the
Smith, 8; Mr. Hatch, 6; and Mr. Orr, 1. On the 6th bal
Hackensack is 1700 feet long, and is said to be a beautiful, don papers have been received to the 7th of November.
lot there were 41 votes, of which Mr. Hatch had 23.
The accounts from Madrid are to the 27th of October. The
The Senate decided, 22 to 18, to appoint their standing com light and substantial structure.—Presbyterian.
young Queen Isabella, was proclaimed Queen on the 24th,
mittees hereafter by ballot, instead of conferring that power
Cotton Seed Oi/.—Several gentlemen have resolved on the and the greatest rejoicing took place—Madrid was illuminated.
upon the President pro. tern.
manufacture of Cotton Seed Oil in Green county and its vi
The royalist volunteers of Madrid, having manifested a dis
cinity.
We also learn from the same source the State Intelli position to insurrection, were disarmed by order of the Queen
House of Representatives.— Thursday Dec. 5th__ The
gencer
__
That
the
Messrs.
Plummers
of
Natchez,
intend
to
on the 17th of October, but not without some bloodshed__
House disposed of the contested Kentucky election, by refer
ring the matter, with the assent of both claimants, to a com erect an establishment at or near this city for the same purpose. Tranquility was restored, however, in a few hours, and the of
ficial article in the Madrid Gazette, states thut in the whole
mittee. whose office will be to digest and report the evidence in —Mobile Adv.
the case.
Gradual Abolition.—A voluntary society is forming in Ken movement there were but 2 or3 killed, and 5 or 6 wounded.
We do not learn that the Carlists have obtained the ascen
Monday Dee. 9__ The House elected to the'office of Chap tucky, to abolish slavery on the post nati principle, i. e. to free
lain the Rev. Mr. Stockton, of the sect called “Radical Meth all who may be born of their own slaves, and promise to use dency in any of the provii.eess, except those in the northeast,
odists." Mr. S. has lately officiated as a preacher in George their influence in procuring a law to that effect. Fifty mem and here they are represented as having been defeated in seve
town, and has gained celebrity by his zeal an< eloquence.
' bers are already enlisted. I he late excellent T. T. Skillman ral encounter-- vith the Queen’s troops under Gen. Saarsfeld,
On the first, ballot there were for the Rev Mr. Stockton. was the founder of the society. We have no doubt such a El Pastor, &c.
The Madrid Gazette states that all the Grandees of Spain
104votes; Rev. J. A. Copp, 33; Rev. Wn Hammet, 50; project will promote the abolition of slavery, for when once the
Rev. R. R. Gurley 6; Rev. Mr. Palfry, 9; lev. Mr. Smith, work of emancipation is begun, it will be seen that there is and Officers of Si i*e, had declared for tiie Queen.
The Queen of S «ain has issued a decree confiscating all the
1, Blank, 6; Scattering, 1. None of the clididatcs having no place to stop, and when the children are free, both reason
the requisite number, a second ballot took (lace, when 194 and humanity will indicate, that the parents should be free property of Don C .rlos, of every description. He is said to
have been the richest man in the kingdom. His wealth
members voted. Ninety-eight necessary toi choice. The too__ N. Y. Evangelist.
amounted to several millions of dollars.
Rev. Mr. Stockton 143, and was declared elefted.
Distressing Calamity.—Early on the morning of the 17th
The cholera still prevailed with considerable violence at Se
ult. the dwelling house of the Rev. Dr. Gray, in St. Join ville. The number of deaths on the 15th, the latest date was
Common S'hools in Kentucky.—It is stated on the best au New Brunswick was discovered to be on fire, and so rapid 58, 14th 52, 1.3th 69, 12th 86, 8th, 113, 7th 165. At the
thority, that the number of children who itend school in were the flames, that the lady of the Doctor, and a servant height of the disease, the number of deaths per day was more
Kentucky, is not at any period of the year ajual to one-third named Mary Berkley, perished. Dr. Gray was Rector of than .300. In most other places where it had appeared, th*
,
part of the number of children in the State between the ages Trinity Church, in Saint John s.
mortality was comparatively small.
The bodies were found about ten o’clock. The house with
of 5 and 15. There is one county containiag 893 children
nearly
the
whole
of
furniture,
and
the
Doctor
’
s
Library
val

A letter from Mazaltan, West Coast of Mexico, of Oct. 2d
between the ages of 5 and 15, which has not a single school of
any description. We are rejoiced to learn that this state of , ued at upwards of £1,000, and well filled with rare and pre says—•“ I he cholera is amongst us, and is literally mowing down
things is not likely to continue long. Within a few weeks i cious works, many of which can never ke replaced, was whol the people. In Topic, where it has just beg in, nearly 1C00
the friends of education in that state have held meetings, and I ly consumed. The house was owned by Trinity Church, and persons have died.—In Rosarie, some days there have be*»
19 deaths, and the population not over 5000.
have resolved to make a vigorous effort for the establishment i was insured.
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POETRY;____________
The beautiful lines which follow, we copy from the Gazette,
published in Haverhill, Mass.—They are the production of
the Rev. S. P. Hill, pastor of the Baptist Church in that
town; and, in connexion v, ith his personal circumstances, will
be seen to be peculiarly appropriate. The state of his health
obliges him to relinquish the pastoral charge for a season, on a
visit to the Southern States during the winter. We hope he
will return with invigorated health to his affectionate Church.
—Bap. Repository,
THE FAREWELL.
*Tis come, the painful parting hour!
Emblem of nature’s final scene;
The trial of affection’s power;
The grave of pleasures that have been.
Dear home! how many memories throng
A round thy lost endearments now;
And write in furrows, lingering long,
Their sadness on my youthful brow.

They ‘re faded all, in life’s decay;
Perhaps, perhaps, they come no more.
Time rolls its noiseless waves away,
And buries all we loved before.
Yet, for thy joys, one smile I ’ll wreathe;
One tear, for all that should not be;—
One tender, lingering farewell breathe—
Ere ocean parts thy hills and me.
Farewell, thou quiet rural scat,
Embosom’d deep in ancient trees;
The warbling wild bird’s loved retreat,
And home-spot of the summer breeze.
How oft, amid the passing year,
1 ’ve walked o’er thy embellish’d grounds,
To view thy changeful sights so dear;
And listen to thy soothing sounds.

allotted for instruction in College, rejected the counsels and
aid of its learned preceptors, when they were offered to Him,
and heedlessly and unprolitably outlived the age, and outgrown
the stature of a pupil—can he promise himself that these ad
vantages will ever return? No: if he will reflect, he will be
obliged to confess, that it is almost impossible. lie may per
haps repair, to some extent, the injury that lias been done.—
But how will he accomplish it? By solitary labor, unaidi ,
; or irregularly aided—bv means the best he can employ, but
defective and insufficient, and not to be compared with those
which in his follv he has thrown away—so that at last his
achievement will be imperfect, and short of what it might
have been. And if he succeed at all, what will it cost him.
To say nothing of the shame, and mortification, and self-re
proach, inseparatelv attendant upon the awakening sense of
conscious inferiority—of the sighs of regret, and the pangs of
repentance, for his irrational folly—of the perplexing and
anxious doubts that will haunt him whether he will be able to
redeem himself by any exertion he can make—to omit even
to contrast the gloom which from all these causes will seem to
surround him, with the cheerful light that would have played
upon his footsteps if he had always walked in the path of duty—
passing all this by, what, we repeat, has it cost him? A por
tion of time which ought to have been devotet^to other at
tainments, and might have been so devoted, is taken from its
proper purpose, to make up former deficiencies. The fund for
to-day is consumed in paying off- the arrears of yesterday.—
Life is too short to allow of such deductions. It is long
enough, if proper) employed, but it has not a moment to
spare for repairing wanton waste.”—Western Methodist.
RETURN OF CAPTAIN ROSS.

London in 1829, who much assisted Capt. Ross in fitting out
the expedition. The true position of the magnetic pole has
been discovered, aud much valuable information obtained for
the improvement of geographical and philosophical knowledge.
Capt. Ross had a good opportunity of verifying his former
survey of the west coast of Baffin’s Bay, which every master
of a Greenland ship can testify to be most correct.
It appeared that Capt. James C. Ross, the nephew of the
Commander, penetrated 200 miles into the interior of the
country, guided by the Esquimaux, and discovered the mag
netic pole about 70 deg. 30 min. N. lat. 96 deg. W. Ion. on
which he planted the British flag, taking possession of the
spot in the name of the King. In about lat. 69, a small
isthmus of about 15 miles divides the seas, for it is ascertained
that there is no passage south of North Somerset; but that
from Cape Garry, tlie land is connected with what is termed
Melville peninsula.
In the 15 miles above mentioned, they found a lake about
9 miles broad, so that in fact there is not more than six miles
of land to divide the sea at that spot, from whence again it
diverges to Point Turnagain, without their having found any
such river as the supposed Great Fish Iiiver__ Rost. Rx.
Method of Finding the Depth of the Ocean.—This
is a problem concerning which we can hardly be said to pos
sess any certain knowledge, since our power of sounding does
not extend much beyond a thousand fathoms. But in a central
part of the A tian tic and Pacific, the ocean may be many leagues
in depth; at least such is the confident opinion of Laplace. As
this is one of the most important points in the physical consti
tution of the globe, it would be very Jesirable, if possible, to re
duce it to tlie test of actual experiment. The method which Mr.
F. H. Talbot would propose,'with, be believes, some hope that
it would prove successful, is to let fall from the back of the ship
one of the newly-invented percussion shells, which would ex
plode on striking the ground; and the interval of time before
tlie explosion was heard would give the depth of water with
great accuracy. The experiment should first be tried in known
depth of water, say a hundred fathoms, or whatever lesser
depth would be consistent with accuracy. Tlie descent of the
shell through the water would, after the first few seconds, be
uniform, as is well known to be the case with all heavy bodies
moving in a resisting medium. The time taken by tlie sound
in returning through the water might he neglected, unless great
accuracy were required; since it would move at the rate of a
t1 mile in half a second. If it should be objected that the report
of the shell might not be audible at great depths, I would re
mind the reader that in M. Cqlladon’s experiment tlie sound
of a bell was distinctly beard tnrough tlie water of the lake of
Geneva for a distance of nine miles.—London and Edinburgh
Ph ilosoph ieal Magaz ine.

This intrepid navigator, after an absence of three years and
■ a half, has returned to England in safety, when all reasonable
J hope had fled, even of his existence. The expedition of Capt.
Back, sent forth for his possible rescue and relief, and which in
I every sense of the phrase might be termed the forlorn hope, has
’ been superseded in its purpose by this gratifying intelligence—
and our concern and sympathy may now be directed to him
The verdant lawn;—the forest’s shade;—
who has been sent to succour the returned.
Where river flows;—where mountain towers;
Capt. Ross, with the whole of’liis party except three, two
Can ever from my memory fade,
of whom died on the passage out, and one at a later period,
The silent and the sacred hours,
; arrived at Hull on the morning of Friday, the 18th of OctoWhich, ’mid such scenes as these, 1 ’ve pass’d,
| her.
Free from the world’s unhappy strife;
Capt. Ross left England in 1829, with the object of deter
While holy influence round me east,
mining the practicability of a new passage in the Polar reSome gloamings of a better life?
gion of tlie North; and no authentic intelligence had been re
ceived of tlie expedition since July of that year.
Temple of Gon! 0 sweetly stiff,
'
It appears from C ipt. lion’s account, that he proceeded the
Be to my heart thy memories dear:
1 first season round Cape Cary, to the lat. of 72 N. Having
Thy praises shall my bosom thrill:—
i experienced several almost miraculous escapes from shipwreck,
Thy holy prayers, I ’ll think 1 hear,
1 they ultimately succeeded in reaching the 70 deg. of lat. in a
When o’er the mountain billows driven;
i direction nearly due south of Fury Point, where their course
Stilts.—There is a district in tlie south of France called
Or when in other climes I rove:—
: was arrested by an impenetrable barrier of ponderous ice. In tlie Desert of Landes, where the shepherds walk on stilts, and
And they shall hear my thoughts to heaven,
i
a
harbor
which
they
found
at
this
extreme
point,
they
winso
easily
does practice enable them to preserve their balance,
And soothe my weary heart with love.
. tered.
that they run, jump, stoop, and even dance, while mountid
Farew ell, much loved and cherish’d friends;
In January, 1830, they opened a communication with a high from tlie ground. They usd’stilts to keep their feet out
Tcais at this hour unhidden start,
! tribe of natives, who had never before held intercourse with | of the water, which, in winter, is deep on the sands; and to
As o’er the past remembrance bends,
strangers. Friendship was soon formed between them and tlie defend them from the heated sand during tbe summer. Ano
And hears those dreadful words, “we p3rt.”
• tars, and the first winter, which was not very severe, was spent ' ther advantage is, that they can sec to a much greater distance
But hope can glance its radiant eye
; very pleasantly. Having learned from the natives, that the ! over the level soil, when tliey are elevated a few ieet above
Through intervening time and space :
! east sea was divided from the west by a neck of land, the point ( their natural height.
And prayer can bring our spirits nigh,
I was examined, and oil. hope of effecting a passage in that direc- I
They cannot, however, stand perfectly still upon their stilts,
In bonds that death cannot efface.
I tion COMPLETELY EXTINGUISHED.
without tlie aid of a long staff, which they always carry in
During the autumn of 1830, the voyagers waited in vain ; their hands; tin’s guards them against any accidental trip, and
We part—One pressure of the hand,
I for tbe ice to dissolve, as it had done tlie preceding year.— ( when tliey wish to be at rest, forms a third leg that keeps them
One tear, o’er scenes for ever gone :
Tliey had not, with great exertion, proceeded more than four steady. Tlie practice of walking on stilts is acquired by these
I wander in a stranger land,
miles (retracing their course,) when they were arrested, in a shepherds, when tliey are very young, and it is a curious fact,
And life’s sad changes hasten on.
very
dreary position, by the approach of a winter unparalleled that the smaller the boy is, tlie higher are bis stilts—Spirit of
May prosperous rays thy dwellings cheer,
in severity—the lowest temperature being 92 degrees below the Age.
The peape of Gon be in thy breast:—
the freezing point. The summer proving no less rigorous for
And if again we meet not here,
' the season, little hope was entertained of a release, and a fur
May heaven receive us to its rest.
TIIE OBSERVER
ther progress of fourteen miles was all they could accomplish.
Haverhill, Nov. 7, 1833,
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